Deoxynivalenol loads in matched pair wheat samples in Belgium: comparison of ELISA VERATOX kit against liquid chromatography.
A comparison of matched pairs deoxynivalenol (DON) loads in wheat samples via VERATOX for DON 5/5 performed by two laboratories against two liquid chromatographic methods (LC-MS/MS and HPLC-UV) used by two other laboratories was carried out using biometrical and sum of ranking differences (SRD) procedures. The Lin's Concordance correlation coefficients, the average discrepancies, the limits of agreement and the SRD between ELISA and reference values showed good overall agreement between VERATOX for DON 5/5 and reference methods for the two datasets. The VERATOX kits are valuable for quantitative screening and even for an initial exposure assessment in situations when there are practical or economical reasons not to use sophisticated methods such as HPLC or GC methods (with or without MS). However, networking of laboratories using this rapid method and laboratories with reference analytical methods should be encouraged.